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• Mission
Improving human health and quality of life through advanced computational
methods

• Provides integrated software solutions and services to
pharmaceutical/biotechnology and materials companies

What does Schrödinger do?



Who is Schrödinger?
• Founders – Scientists from Academia

– Richard Friesner – Columbia University
• Theoretical chemist focused on life sciences

– Bill Goddard – Caltech
• Theoretical Chemist focused on materials science

• Investors – Patient; passionate about science
– David E. Shaw

• Founder of D.E. Shaw Group, Hedge Fund
• Chief Scientist – D. E. Shaw Research
• Senior Research Fellow – Center for Computational Biology and Bioinformatics at Columbia

University
– Bill Gates
– No institutional investors
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Schrödinger contribution to structure-based drug discovery

Scientific advances in drug discovery; for example:
– 2004: Glide – de facto standard in protein ligand docking
– 2005: 1st reliable flexible-receptor ligand docking method (induced fit)
– 2009: 1st rigorous treatment of protein desolvation (‘hydrophobic

effect’)
– 2011: Most accurate small-molecule force field
– 2014: 1st benchmark method for accurate prediction of binding affinity

…together with a commitment in the open source visualization software
Pymol.



Some Facts & Figures
• 24 Years of innovations in scientific research and product development
• ~350 employees, >55% Ph.D.

• Scientists

• Engineers

• Significant R&D effort and focus on customer support
– R&D spending: ~50% of budget
– Development: ~50% of employees
– Internal Drug Discovery: ~10% of employees
– Customer Support: ~15% of employees

• Revenue is reinvested in research and development
• Focus on discovery software & services for small molecules, biologics, and materials science
• Customers: 380 commercial (including all top 30 Pharma companies); 2100 academic; 130

government



Nimbus Therapeutics
• Nimbus is pioneering a new computational technology-driven paradigm to rapidly

advance a diverse pipeline into clinical development

• $72 Million from 7 Investors
– Including Atlas Venture, Bill Gates, and Pfizer Ventures

• Schrödinger is a founding partner (please refer to www.nimbustx.com for the up –to-date information)





Schrödinger works operates in many ways

SOFTWARE

POST-DOC
FUNDING

PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES
- Applications
Science
- IT

RESEARCH
COLLABORATION
Methodology
development

DRUG
DISCOVERY
COLLABORATION
Dedicated team
focused on
advancing a
compound to the
clinic



Outline
• How a drug works and how is identified
• Pharma industry and data generation

– What kind of data pharma industry generates
– R&D issues: integration data challenge
– Productivity

• Smart use of in-house data
• Smart use of external data
• A look to the future



Data in Pharma
• Pharma is an interesting example of data science

– Research data on drugs is very private. Attempts and failures are kept
hidden for competition and driving stock price. But acceptance from
the specialists happen on public

– Production data is very open: regulatory agencies may want
companies track batch numbers and difformities (e.g. In 2012-2013
flu pandemic, production was not effective for a change in
production standard or Quinavaxem on hold in 2010)

http://www.who.int/immunization_standards/vaccine_qual
ity/outcome_quinvaxem_investigation_february_2011/en/



How a drug works?
• An example: Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
• We haven’t built our human body:

finding mechanism (pathways) is hard
Tumor cell has aberrant replication without reaching maturation

“Inhibition” is a strategy where a chemical interrupt a “pathway”

Cell
division

Drug/ligand

target



How a drug works? From your mouth to the cell
• Lots of things may happen from your

mouth to the cell
– May not penetrate the gut
– May not be transported efficiently by

blood
– May be cleansed by liver very fast (not

around for enough time to be effective)
– May get more than anything to something

which is not its targed (TOX!)
– Metabolites can be cleared very fast

We do not know all about how our body works. We use animal studies to get
as close as possible to the real scenario and also here it often does not work!



How drugs are identified?

http://www.frost.com/prod/servlet/market-insight-print.pag?docid=135570876
www.brooks.com
https://newdrugapprovals.org/2014/02/

High Throughput screening robot.
105 compounds screened in weeks

Libraries: millions of compounds

Molecular modelling here!

Stealth mode Patent filing,
publication



Library design basic concepts

Bitstring (or fingerprints)

Clustering

Filtering

Tanimoto similarity



Prioritize compounds with Molecular modeling: in-silico approaches

3D structures of targets

Virtual Database of compounds, filtered
for the purpose

Ideas

Rigid docking/Free Energy
Perturbation (via MD simulations)

Ranking,
Rationalize,
Water network
analysis

Optimization of
potency and

physchem
properties



Data in R&D is everywhere and very heterogeneous
• Managing compounds in stock (availabiltity, characterization,

planning, production): 10^6
• Managing assay data

– multiple experimental sources
• Images
• numbers

– multiple reagents
– multiple operators

• Managing structural data
– Xray crystallography
– Cryo-EM
– NMR
– Molecular modeling results

• All these data can be non integrated and redundant/outdated
• Data integration and analytics on all these

– Spotfire (TIBCO)
– D360 (Certara)
– LiveDesign (Schrodinger)

• Managing Electronic lab nootebooks for intellectual property issues



Example of data integration: Janssen ABCD
Agrafiotis et. al J. Chem. Inf.
Model., Vol. 47, No. 6, 2007 2009



Integrating experiments and calculations:
ideation engine

• LiveDesignTM is a browser-based enterprise platform
• Centralizes your small molecule data, ideas, and communication
• Designed to improve project efficiency

SAR
exploration

3D Visualization
and modeling



From ideation to market: the path of a drug
P= Productivity; WIP=Work in process; p(TS)=Probability of technical success; V=Value;
CT=Cycle Time; C=Cost

Paul et al. Nat Rev Drug Disc (2010), 9,
2003

13.5 years!!!



Quick-win, fast fail

Owens et al, Nature Reviews Drug Discovery 14, 17–
28 (2015)



How many submission per year to FDA?
• Last year seem to see a new trend: finally out of “Ice Age” of

pharma industry?

http://www.impactpharma.com/blog/record-numbers-of-fda-approved-drugs/

Maybe due to lots of first-in-class (get high chance of approval) and other FDA approved schemes Fast Track,
Breakthrough Therapy, Accelerated Approval, Priority Review
(http://www.fda.gov/forpatients/approvals/fast/ucm20041766.htm)



Playing tricks
• Accelerating drugs through market

https://www.firstwordpharma.com/node/1259857

BioMarin got a voucher for
contributing with a drug for
a unmet medical need in
paediatric area
Sanofi bought it for
cholesterol reducing drug



Where all this got us

• Cost of single drug is
estimated to be around
1Billion $ !

• Time of getting a new
drug is 13.5 years

• Lots of failures

• Compound libraries of millions of
compounds, characterized,
stocked, tested

• Combinatorial chemistry
• High throughput screening

facilities
• Large databases, from chemical

structure, to storage, to batchID,
to experiment, to 3D structures,
ADME/tox

Cost and Time Data generated



Are we using data in the right way?
• In-house data: are we looking to the data we already have in

the right way?
• External data: are we accessing all the data which sits outside

(institutions, companies) ?
• Data analytics offers now great opportunities: is it the case to

teach a old dog (pharma) a new trick (data science)?



Digging in-house data

• Janssen has an extensive compound library
• Over 40 project on Kinases in the years (~1.5billions$)
• 70K compounds synthesized to target kinases
• Can we capitalize on this gigantic effort to find new targets?



The kinome: more than 500 similar proteins

• Specificity is important to limit the
side effects

• For very similar proteins a limited
degree of promiscuity is inevitable

• There are also a number of well
documented classes of drugs

• Mostly linked to cancer therapies
• Finding new drugs with specificity

of this kind would be already a
success

Chartier M, Chénard T, Barker J, Najmanovich R. (2013) Kinome Render: a
stand-alone and web-accessible tool to annotate the human protein kinome
tree. PeerJ1:e126

Branching is a divergence in
sequence of the protein (i.e. the
composition of the ribbon)

Blob of same color:
same inhibitor



DiscoverX Kinome Scan

https://www.discoverx.com/technologies-platforms/competitive-binding-technology/kinomescan-
technology-platform

450 Kinases provided by DiscoverX* 3K compounds from Janssen =13500K experiments? No!
-> Test each ligand with multiple kinases, then measure which kinases are attached on the bead. The
ones which are not attached have interacted with the ligand



Results

• New potent and selective compounds for
many new kinases are found (55)

• New project were started as
consequence of this effort

• Much of these compounds is already
known beforehands since they’ve been
amply characterized (cost/time cut)

• Good eye for new technologies provide
new ways to benefit from material and
data already present in house



Share with care: pre-competitive agreements

• Innovative Medicines Initiative
– ETOX
– K4DD
– EMIF
– OpenPhacts
– European Lead Factory
– Etc….

• MedChemica SALT

According to Pistoia Alliance: “aggregating, accessing, and sharing data that are essential
to innovation, but provide little competitive advantage”.
Companies and Institutions put some data in a third party institution which act as a broker
for the projects of each contributor to protect everyone’s intellectual property



European Lead Factory
• Idea: my competitor has compounds is not interested anymore. May I speed up

my research by using them? After all, he is not much interested anymore in
them!

• 30 Institutions and companies share proprietary compounds
• 500K compounds ready to be screened
• Facilities in Scotland (compound library) and the Netherlands for screening
• Scientists who contribute with novel compounds are rewarded
• Researchers and companies can ask to test a target against the compound

collection
• Only the confirmed active (~50) will be shared and all the rest of the screened

compounds remain unknown to protect the IP of those who shared the
compounds

• Companies share lots of knowledge but they disclose very little at a time while
having huge impact on productivity



Digging in others’ data: loads of info in the outside world

• ChEMBL: 1,686,695 cpds, annotated
• PubChem: 82 millions cpds
• SwissProt: protein database
• Uniprot: protein databse
• Genebank
• Literature



OpenPhacts
• Lots of databases: drugs, properties, proteins, genes
• Their information is somewhat connected but each single Pharma does the

effort to integrate it: redundant efforts
• Task: create a “semantic integration hub”, a common standard and API where

company can access all those data and integrate their own
• Integrate informations about compound–target–pathway–

disease/phenotype
• 31 academics, 9 pharma industries, 3 software SME



MedChemica SALT: a privately owned
• Based on Matched Molecular Pairs

Dossetter et al Drug Discovery Today (2013) 18, 724–731



Google FLU Trends
• Launched in 2008 now closed
• Based on google user searches for terms related to flu
• Could predict the spread of flu few weeks ahead respect to the Center for

Disease Control and Prevention
• This can help adjusting medical support logistics

“Correlation supersedes causation, and
science can advance even without coherent
models, unified theories, or really any
mechanistic explanation at all.”
Chris Anderson, Wired, 2008
https://www.wired.com/2008/06/pb-theory/



And of course IBM Watson…

Uses Natural Language Processing  to
dig out quickly unsuspected relations
occurring in literature to highlight new
targets, biomarkers etc.



Genomics revolution
• Deciphering the human genome took 10 years and 3 Billion $
• Now a whole genome can be mapped in 24 hours and costs around 1000$

Human genome is 3 Billions of base pairs!



Publicly available genome data: finding new targets

Chen B and Butte AJ, 2016 Clin Pharmacol Ther

Detect a change in a
known pattern (i.e.
overexpression,
mutation), consider
high noise is expected
(for full genome
sequence) and
druggability (i.e. has
pockets for small
mols in relevant
regions) of the target
must be considered

Validate the causal
relation

May found that more
than one drug is

needed

Drug repurposing +
personalized medicine!



Conclusions
• Technology innovation and integration is key in pharma industry
• Many branches of today’s most exciting science under the same

hood: chemistry, (molecular)biology, genomics, physical chemistry,
molecular modeling

• Data integration plays a central role
• Standardization is ongoing
• New technologies appear, these give new opportunities to use

existing data
• Using external data is becoming appealing too, in particular when

using third parties that protect knowhow


